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Abstract: ARAS surgical robotics group aims at developing new robotics-based technologies for 

robot-assisted surgery and surgery training applications. This includes design and integration of 

mechanical and electrical components as well as development of innovative control structures for such 

systems. These robotic systems will enhance the safety and efficiency of medical surgeries which leads 

to more satisfaction in all bodies of healthcare systems specially the patients, the surgeons, and the 

residents.  

In this talk a brief overview on the robotics technologies developed for eye surgery such 

as Preceyes, Steady-Hand, is introduced and the recent development of ARAS Diamond robot: Robot-

assisted eye surgery system with a master-slave teleoperation structure is presented. Then the current 

research project of the group: ARAS HAptic System for Eye Surgery Training (ARASH-ASiST) is introduced 

and its developed control schemes to further enhance the training system will be elaborated in details. 

Our collaboration with the professors, and surgeons in Farabi Eye Hospital, the Center of Excellence in 

Ophthalmology, and BioRobotics Research Laboratory at Queen’s University is a valuable and 

constructive asset for this project. This project has been funded by Iranian National Institute for Medical 

Research Development (NIMAD) and Iranian Research Network in Ophthalmology. 
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